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Manipulación de carga aérea

Fret aérien

Slave-pallets
Castor Decks
Roller Decks

Air Cargo Lifts (AC)
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Air Cargo lifts
The requirements for quality,
efficiency and, above all, reliability in the transport of goods
are probably higher at
airports than elsewhere. Every
airport is different - traffic,
structure, procedures - and
requires a tailor-made solution.

Loading dock table with conveyor

Our experience and expertise
allows us to provide the right
lifting solution for your airport
application, from air cargo
and baggage transport to
supporting additional services such as maintenance
workshop, catering and waste
disposal.
Our air conveyor system
product range covers from
manually operated high
performance equipment to
fully automated systems.

Loading dock table with castor decks

Our company is backed by
extensive experience, offering
and manufacturing ULD
handling solutions ranging
from basic manual motion
systems to fully automated
and mechanized systems.
We design tailor-made solutions for the movement of
goods, with manual or automatic operation according to
the customer's specifications.

Mobile electric loader and downloader to aircraft

Slave-pallets, Castor Decks
y Roller Decks
Air cargo handling equipment and integrated systems
are one of our main specialties within the field of heavy
materials handling, and it is
our first product range for
the global market.
Diseñamos soluciones para
el movimiento de materiales
de alta resistencia para diversas industrias.

Platform roller conveyors and castor decks

In addition, we design and
manufacture other related
high performance equipment, such as:
- Transport systems
(roller decks & beaver decks).
- Weighing systems.
- Multilevel storage systems.
- Lifting systems.
- Transfer systems.

Loading dock table with tandem scissor

Heavy duty platform with tandem scissors

Aircraft maintenance
workshops.
We design, manufacture and
supply equipment for the
construction and maintenance of aircraft.
Our equipment has been
successfully supplied and
commissioned by many of
the leading companies in the
industry.

Work platform for maintenance and assembly

Our lift tables for air cargo
and aircraft maintenance
incorporate all the necessary
safety devices. They are
provided with the CE Certificate of Conformity and are
built according to DIN EN
1570 and DIN EN 280 and, of
course, following all the
specifications of each customer, such as anti-explosion
protection (ATEX).

Lift table for engines
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Paint booth platform

